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Interactive Pavilions
Responsive Transformation of Structural Systems

The impetus to change and the desire
to maintain equilibrium are the two
contradictory instincts of human nature.
However, if the two instincts are redefined as
“adaptivity” and “control” then it is possible to
satisfy both requirements at the same time.
This thesis will explore the possibility and tools
for creating both in architecture through a
kinetic-structural system.

architectural works to communicate with the
environments and inhabitants. The faster,
cheaper, and more powerful technique of
computer (digital analyzing and processing)
and sensor (more detective) that developed
in recent decades allowed the study of
interactive Architecture to be feasible. The
conversation between human/environment
and buildings have developed from “Building
can learn (follow instructions and have
For centuries, architecture has always been
feedbacks)“ to “Building can learn, respond,
designed and built with static structural
predict, and influence humans/environment
systems. While the static structural system of a (with sensors and the ability to analyze
building supports and connects the entirety, it and process data). The study in interactive
also limits the adaptivity of the entirety to the architecture has radically challenged,
context and users. Guy Nordenson once said: changed, and even redefined people’s
“If architects designed a building like a body,
presumptions that buildings are always static.
it would have a system of bones and muscles
and tendons and a brain that knows how to
However, the current study of interactive
respond. If a building could change its posture, architecture focuses more on the facade or
tighten its muscles and brace itself against
other components of a building, rather than
the wind, its structural mass could literally be
the entire architectural work, or to be more
cut in half.” This statement argues that the
specific, the main structure system of an
structural system could be more materially
architectural work.
efficient and elegant if it is responsive to
various compressions and tensions, instead of With the personal interest in tectonic design
being massive for conservative “control”.
and kinetic structure arts. This study is aimed
to explore the application of interactive
In today’s dynamic and complex social and
technology in the transformation of the
urban environment, the demand of intelligent structure system in a tectonic architecture
architecture has developed from the spatial
design--- to cross the gap between static
preferences to the functional requirements.
tectonic design and kinetic structure in small
Dynamic architecture not only allows for the
scale. The responsive pavilion will sense and
variation of views and adaption to context,
respond to the verification of gravity loads
but also provides for energy collection (solar
(for occupancy detection) and lights (for solar
energy, wind energy, etc.), footprint reduction, energy), with the spatial transformation of the
space extension, and so on. Thus, the study
entire structure system. As a result, the form
of interactive architecture has become more
of the architecture will follow the function.
appropriate and desirable.
The responsive pavilion will spatially respond
to the varied occupancy (loads), lighting, and
Interactive Architecture is a subject that
program demands.
develop methods and techniques enabling
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Thesis Claims

This project is to design a mix-use pavilion, which
detects occupancy and lighting/temperature
conditions, and then transforms its structure in
shape and scale to satisfy the spatial demands for
the use.
Aims
This study is aimed to enhance tectonic design
from “form follows function“ to “form changes
as function changes“, by applying interactive
technology in the spatial transformation (reducing
footprint and extending space) of the structure
system, to serve today’s demand of flexible space
better,
Scope/Products
The responsive pavilion will sense and respond to
the varied gravity loads (for occupancy detection)
and lights (for solar energy), with the spatial
transformation of the entire structure system. As
a result, the form of the architecture will follow the
function.
Evaluation
The project is aimed to be evaluated with these
following characters:
The sensibility of occupancy
The sensibility of lighting/temperature condition.
The ability to transform for the variation in context.
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Context --- Tectonic Design

Description
Age of Enlightenment: Theory
According to Webster’s Dictionary, the definition
of architectural tectonics is “the science or art
of construction, both about the use and artistic
design.”
Since the tectonic design is the activity that
used materials to respond beyond functional
needs toward aesthetic desires, it transcends
reading of a building from a physical object to a
meta-physical depth that reveals the conscious
design attempt, which may respond to the
general circumstance (physical, social, political,
economic, etc.).
History
Tectonics is a trend that has been practiced since
the age of ancient Greek. However, it has not been
theorized or concerned until recent centuries.
Age of Ancient Greek: Language
The term “tectonics” originated from the Greek
word “tektonikos” (“building”) and “tekton”
(“carpenter or builder”). Also, the word “techne”
is indicative. As Heidegger states in his Basic
Writing:“To the Greeks ‘techne’ means neither
art nor handicraft but rather, to make something
appear, within what is present, as this or that, in
this way or that way.”
The term “tectonic“ has first been used by the
architect in 1563, and its first appearance in
English is in a glossary in 1656.
Age of Enlightenment: theory
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The general transformation of building technique
is perhaps the most significant transference
of French Enlightenment thought to Germany.
French constructional prowess exercised a major
influence on the Bauschule, both regarding wood
and iron. A coherent line of tectonic thought can
be traced in Germany from David Gilly through
his son Friedrich, Karl Friedrich Schinkel and
Karl Botticher and perhaps culminating, as a
formulated theory, by Gottfried Semper.
About a decade before Semper’s Der Stil, in 1843,
Botticher published Die Tektonik and in which he
defined “Tektonik” to be“not just to the activity of
making the materially requisite construction that
answers to certain needs, but rather to the activity
that raises this construction to an art form.”
Botticher believed that each part could be “realized
by two elements: the core-form and the art-form.
The core form of each part is the mechanically
necessary and statically functional structure;
the art-form, on the other hand, is only the
characterization by which the mechanical-statical
functional is made apparent.” This argument is
essentially a discussion that concerned tectonic
representation with the relation between the idea
of construction and the construction itself.
Botticher’s work on Die Tektonik in many ways
anticipated Semper’s subsequent literary work
Der Stil. In the introduction to Theory of Formal
Beauty, Samper gives his definition of tectonics as
“an art, the model, and ideal of which takes nature
as a model – not nature’s concrete phenomena
but the uniformity and the rules by which she

exists and creates. To be in harmony with the law
of nature makes the adornment of an art object;
where man adorns, all he does more or less
consciously is to make the law of nature evident in
the object he adorns.”

in Mies’s buildings always demonstrate his great
understanding of the qualities of materials. Also,
when Mies shifted the column in his projects
from circular to I or H, he meant to express the
joint in the column and beams more often. In
the book Studies in Tectonic Culture, the author
20th Century: Tectonic Architecture in Modernism Kenneth Frampton comments, “Within these
parameters, the art of building for Mies meant the
Semper has spoken about the textile, enclosures, embodiment of the spirit in the banality of the real;
and woven facade in his The Four Elements
the spiritualization of technique through tectonic
of Architecture, this concern of the aesthetic
form” .
enclosures has been inherited and developed in
Frank Lloyd Wright’s works.
21st Century: Sustainable Materials with Tectonic
Design
Wright learned about Celtic iconography and
Celtic textiles from Louis Sullivan and was inspired In the 21st century, the concerns of materials
by Japanese architecture with woven façade and loom to became one of the most popular topics
concrete. In 1921, Wright looked at what he called in architecture. Such a focus also influenced
“the textile block,” which is the wire-reinforced
tectonic designs, as the structure has shifted
concrete block that pre-cast with the pattern on
from traditionals materials of concrete to local or
the face. He started using this system since the
sustainable materials, such as steel, glass, timber,
Aliace Millard House project. In his book, Frank
paper, bamboo, and so on.
Lloyd Wright Writings and Buildings, Wright says,
“I finally had found simple mechanical means to
According to Richard Weston’s book Materials,
produce a complete building that looks the way
Form, and Architecture, in which he states“in
the machine made it, as much at least as any
addition to their traditional interest in the
fabric need look as standardisation as the soul of structural/constructional and aesthetic qualities of
the machine, here for the first time may be seen in materials, designers must now also consider their
the hand of the architecture”.
embodied energy (in production, transportation,
and on-site), potential for recycling, and
Besides Wright’s achievement in textile design,
renewability as a resource”, it indicates that
the crafting of construction and details was also
materials are now being chosen for their green
developed during the period of Modernism, by
credentials to be sustainable and sensitive to our
architects such as Mies van der Rohe and Carlo
environment. This idea has been used by many
Scarpa.
tectonic architects such as Glenn Murcutt and
Renzo Piano.
Mies regarded details and joints as one of the
primary elements in his architecture. The details
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Context --- Tectonic Design

Structural Systems Selection

be used in the design of a freeform shape.

To find the most appropriate structural systems
that can be used to develop free-form buildings.
Thus, it needs to have the highest degrees of
systematization, formal freedom and material
efficiency. The selection will concern these
following elements:
1. structural actions (force transferring)
2. materials
3. variation of geometry (the form of space)
according to design

Section-active structure systems:

Structural Actions
According to Engel (1999), structure systems can
be categorized into four types (except high-rise
typology), each refers to a specific mechanism of
load transfer:

These load-bearing structures are systems of
rigid elements, in which the redirection of forces
is affected by mobilization of sectional forces. The
external loads are carried as the bending moment
are imposed on a section through the structural
member as an internal effect.
The form of section-active structure system is
appropriate to be used in the design of a free-form
building. Since the form of a free-form building
design can be varied, it will result in varied load
bearing behavior. The versatility of section-active
structures makes them appropriate for such
capricious load-bearing requirements though they
may sacrifice efficiency to satisfy those structural
demands.

Form-active structure systems:
Vector-active structure systems:
They are flexible systems in which the external
loads is redirection by a self-found form design
and the characteristic form stabilization, and thus,
in which there is an equal distribution of axial
stresses in a cross section.
The forms of form-active structures change for
the change of loads (though the deformations
are controlled through the materialization, it is
controlled up to a limited degree). In other words,
their shapes are defined by external forces
instead of by design. Also, if there are varying
continuous curvatures, they can only be achieved
by patterning the inflated shape or the application
of external restraints. Thus, the form-active
structural mechanism is not very appropriate to
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They are systems of straight linear members.
With these members, the forces are redirected
and carried, following the force vectors
(compression or tension). The members are not
subject to shear forces or bending moments.
Even though the straight members in the vectoractive structure systems are less likely to achieve
formal freedom, they have a great advantage
in their structural efficiency. Also, when there
are parts of the system not execute as straight
members, if those parts can structurally working
through another system, then the structure
system are nevertheless exploitable.

Surface-active structure systems:
They are systems of rigid surfaces, in which
the redirection of forces is effected by surface
resistance and particular surface form. However,
unlike the form-active structure systems,
the surface-active structure can resist to
compression, tension and shear force.

This shape is related to the architectural structure,
the envelope, and space it closed. Thus, the
concerns of the materials in this project will cover
not only the main structure but also the related
envelope that enclosed the project. There are
three types of relasionship between the structural
systems and the envelopes:
1. Exoskeletal structure (need periodic
maintenance for the structure);
2. Endoskeletal structure (somehow lose the
functional flexibility of interior space);
3. The structural systems are incorporated in the
envelope

Surface-active structure mechanism may be the
most appropriate choice to use in the application
of designing free forms. The surfaces can be
designed to achieve formal freedom with rigid
materials while also has structural efficiency in the
load-transferring.
The structural systems should:
1. have controllable rigidity
Hybrid structure systems
2. be lightweight.
3. be capable of undergoing asymmetric
Another situation is that some different structure
deformations
systems act together. They may take place on
(lightweight structure enables larger spans, open
different levels of scale (coupling); the hierarchical interiors, more transparent envelopes, also greater
lower system simply transmits its loads to the
degrees of motion at smaller actuation costs.)
system hierarchical above.
The envelope should:
If They take place on the same scale by mutually
1. remain continuity while transforming
dependent and interacting (superposition), to have 2. be lightweight
the reciprocal compensation of critical stresses,
3. be adaptive while facing different context
or systems-transgress multiple functions,
conditions
or increase rigidity through opposite system
(the envelope will meet different light, wind
deflection, or increase versatility toward multiple
and heat conditions, and thus it is better to be
load conditions.
condition-adaptive)

Materials
The shape of a building is directly related to the
way it heats, cools, ventilates and transfers loads.

8
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(Possible) Variation of Geometry
Form-active structure systems
cable/tent structures

arch/vault/dome structures

Moses Mabhida Stadium, GMP Architekten

Arc House, Maziar Behrooz Architecture

pneumatic structures
Ark Nova, Arata Isozaki

Section-active structure systems
beam structures

frame structures

House in Yoro, Airhouse Design OfficeV

Floating School, Kunle Adeyemi

beam grid structures

slab structures

World Design Capital Helsinki 2012, AU students

The Slabs, MenoMenoPiu Architects & BE.ST Architect
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Vector-active structure systems
flat trusses

transmitted flat trusses

Milstein Hall, OMA

Virgina Air & Space Center, Giurgola Architects

curved trusses

space trusses

Aquatics Center, Zaha Hadid

Poliesportiu Palaue, Arata Isozaki

Surface-active structure systems
plate structures

folded plate structures

Brick Country House, Mies van der Rohe

Folded Plate Hut, Ryuichi Ashizawa

shell structures
Mobile Theatre, Emilio Perez Pinero
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Context --- Interactive Architecture

Description
“Interactive Architecture is a processes-oriented
guide to creating dynamic spaces and objects
capable of performing a range of pragmatic and
humanistic functions.” --- Michael Fox, and Miles
Kemp.
Interactive architecture, also called responsive
or adaptive architecture, is a field in architectural
practice that endows architecture works --spaces, buildings, or building components
--- the ability of responding/ reacting to certain
simulations (i.e. tactile input, movement, sound,
light, wind, humidity, etc.) from people or the
environment, with the usage of computation and
kinetic systems.

History
The development of Interactive Architecture has
experienced the procedure of being realized as an
information acceptor to a responsor.
The 1960s: Buildings Can LEARN
The study of interactive architecture was started
in the 1960s with the work in Cybernetics
by Gordon Park and other cyberneticians
(such as Norbert Wiener). Gordon Pask’s
“Conversation Theory” was generated from the
study of Cybernetics (the theoretical study of
communication/control processes in electronic,
mechanical, and biological systems). The theory
attempted to explain learning in both living
organisms and machines; it believed that learning
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occurs through conversations about a subject
matter that serve to make knowledge explicit.
According to Pask, if there is a feedback loop
in the communication between inhabitants and
buildings, they may substantially participate
in a teaching-and-learning process. Thus,
inhabitants would be more active in coordinate
with their environments. Pask also introduced
the concept of second-order cybernetics to
provide “a framework that accounts for observers,
conversation and participants in cybernetic
systems.”
With Pask’s theories, the definition of “interaction”
(between human and architecture) has shifted
from a multiple-loop system to a continuing
conversation. With that conversation, building and
human response to each other in ways that cause
a change in both reaction, and as a result, leads to
a change in the environment.
In short, Second Order Cybernetics and
Conversation Theory established a groundwork
for thinking about how that within an interactive
architectural system, humans, buildings, and
technologies may keep learning from/influence
each other in dynamic, contextual and meaningful
ways.
The 1970s: LEARN and RESPOND
Build on the previous ideas for automation by
Gordon Pask and Norbert Wiener, but with the
supplement of case studies, Charles Eastman was
able to make a bold proposal that feedback could
be use to “control architecture that self-adjust to
fit the needs of users”. This concept mainly leads

to an effect of “dynamic stability”, which is when
the responsive actions of users and architecture
to create a relatively static balance with the
context. An often-cited analogy of this idea is
“a boat at sea”, which “constantly manipulating
its rudder against the variable environmental
conditions of the wind and current to maintain a
straight course”.
Eastman’s model was designed to have a
machine lead approach. In his description, there
are automated systems to adjust the occupied
space to satisfy the needs of people who occupy
that space (just like thermostats controlling the
temperature of a room).

it “To the first machine that can appreciate the
gesture.”
If we define “intelligence” as the ability to acquire
and apply knowledge (not only data) to make
decisions, then the “intelligent environment” is a
context that can learn from inhabitants (behaviors,
preferences, demands, etc.) and the surroundings
(temperature, lighting, needs, etc.). Also, with the
knowledge, it can make adjustments.

“Soft Machine” (1984) is one of those IE-related
projects that the Architecture Machine Group
did in the 1980s. This project introduces the
Interactive Graphical Robot System and Video
Slidathon. It declares that the development of
According to Eastman, there are four components man-computer interface from the teletypewriter
in an automated responsive system:
to workstations represent a spatial metaphor for
1) a series of sensors throughout a space to
data management. Thus, “in this experimental
monitor the changes;
system, the interface is metaphorically a person,
2) a control mechanism/algorithm that compares an alter ego who provides conversational access
the sensors’ output with a predefined instruction; to several conventional computer programs.”
3) actuators that change the environment;
4) a setting for users to enter their preferences.
The 1990s: PREDICT Information
The 1980s: LEARN, DECIDE, and RESPOND

Noticing the difficulties in programming the
“smart house” by general inhabitants, Michael
The Architecture Machine Group was a think-tank Mozer decided to make a “smarter” house that
laboratory that preceded MIT’s current Media Lab, can program itself for inhabitants, to make home
both was founded by Nicholas Negroponte (Arch automation more user-friendly and available.
Mach was in 1968, and Media Lab was in 1985). With this aim, Mozer led the development of the
Nicholas Negroponte created both as a test bed
pioneering Adaptive House, which is considered
for the development in interactive architecture,
“smarter” as it can predict the behavior and needs
including computers, sensors, programs, etc.
of the inhabitants by having observed them over
The aim was to create an intelligent environment
a period.
(IE) in which computers and humans interacted
with each other in an intelligent manner. For his
In Mozer’s Adaptive House, the building was not
first book The Architecture Machine, he dedicated only just follow certain programmed adjustments,
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Context --- Interactive Architecture

but mostly make decisions by itself. It not only
monitor changes in the conditions but also
sense inhabitants’ behaviors and analyze those
behaviors patterns, to predict future actions of a
user that need to be respond by the house.

the mechanical paradigm to the biological one.
The reason is that the former is quite repetitive
while the latter is developmental as it emulates life
(evolutions), I believe that there still are necessities
in studying the mechanical systems.

Mozer designed the system as a learning device,
which functions by neural networks, just like a
human brain. This system consists of hundreds
of simple, neuron-like processing units that
predicting inhabitants’ behavior and movements,
and controlling the condition according to the
prediction. For example, it can tell which rooms
will be occupied at what times when the user will
leave the house and return, and when hot water
will be needed in the boiler.

Currently, most of the interactive architecture
application is on transforming facade, controlling
interior conditions, saving energies, etc.
Though these undoubtedly are very significant
achievements, there is less study on the spatial
adaptation of an entire building (or, at least,
a significant portion of a building). I believe
such a study will not only respond context
and inhabitant’s demand of spaces in a new
perspective but also saves energy, materials, as
well as land/space resources.

The Late 1990s ~ Now: TRANSFORM and
EVOLVE
At the end of the 1990s, With the intensified social
and urban change in today’s era, the demands
for a flexible architecture solution is more and
more eager. Soon, the study of traditional kinetic
aesthetics in architecture was reexamined
and incorporated with the new technological
innovations, to provide environmental adaptivity
for computational information and programming
(such as Robert Kronnenberg’s series of
exhibitions and conferences on transportable
environments). With the new technologies and
new approaches to mobility and transportation,
there brought new solutions to the typical
problems of motion, stasis, and order.
Even though in recent decades, the focus of
adaptive architecture study in the technologically
driven human behavioral patterns has shifted from
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Context --- Interactive Architecture

Why is Transformability Desired?
There are many architecture projects that have
involved the concept of transformation/kinetics,
for various purposes:
For Reduced Footprint:
• RV House Prototype, Greg Lynn. 2012.
This project is designed with efficiency in
footprint as it fully used the entire continuous
interior surface for 60 m2 living space, instead
of just the floor. It rotates to allow user inside
using different parts of the surface, to which all
the furniture is attached to keep relatively static
through the rotation. It is made of lightweight and
high strength cloth materials, bonded to a wooden
core.
• Prada Transformer, OMA. 2009.
This project is a tetrahedron form that each of
its four different shaped faces can be used as the
floor for a particular program. The hexagonal face
is for the “Waist down” show, the cross-shaped
face is for the art exhibition, the rectangular face
is for the cinema, and the circular face is for
any particular event. It is constructed with steel
structure, which is then glued with fiber mesh,
and finally, the “Cocoon Membrane” is sprayed
onto the mesh.
For Extend Space:
• Sliding House, dRMM Architects. 2009.
This project has a mobile roof and wall
sliding along ground rails to extend shelters and
temporarily changed outdoor space to indoor. It
passes and covers the glass living room, main
house, and annex. These mobile elements are
28 m in length and 20 tons in weight made of
insulating structure.
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•

24 Rooms in 1, Gary Chang. 1988-now.
This is a 344 square-foot big apartment, and
the designer (also is the user) varied the spatial
arrangement of sliding panels and walls. He can
be changed into 24 different room designs
For Varied Views:
• Da Vinci Tower, David Fisher.
This project is an 80-floor (1,378ft) highrise tower with each floor designed to rotate
independently in 6 m/sec, and such rotation
allows 360-degree view from each floor. Though
the rotation takes energy, the project proposed
fully-powered from wind turbines and solar
panels.
• Sharifi-ha House, Next Office. 2013.
This project is designed to be a 4-floor house
with three rotatable rooms separately located on
the balcony of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th floor. Three
rooms that can be rotated 90 degrees to open
up views and terraces during hot summers, and
turned back to close during the cold winters.
The probable vibration is controlled to prevent
structural deformation in the turning boxes.
For Varied Sites:
• Rolling Masterplan, Jagnefalt Milton. 2010.
This project is for the competition of an open
masterplan for the city of Åndalsnes. The design
proposes to use the old industry train tracks for
a new kind of infrastructure carrying portable
buildings that can move around the town along the
tracks.
• Walking City, Ron Herron. 1964.
This project is Ron Herron’s proposal in
Archigram. It is a typology of mobile mechanical
building structures. Each structure can walk
around the world, or interconnect with each other,

For Reduced Footprint:
RV House Prototype, Greg Lynn.

Prada Transformer, OMA.

For Extended Space
Sliding House, dRMM Architects.

24 Rooms in 1, Gary Chang.

For Varied Views
Da Vinci Tower, David Fisher.

RV House Prototype, Greg Lynn.

For Varied Sites
Rolling Masterplan, Jagnefalt Milton.

Walking City, Ron Herron
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with its intelligence.

sounds.

For Varied Circulation:
• Sperone Westwater, Norman Foster. 2010.
This project is a street-front gallery. There is a
two-feet-by-twenty-feet moving room in a red box
that visible through the translucent glass facade.
The exhibition space can be extended to any given
floor by elevating the moving room to that floor. It
shifts in a concrete shaft, which also works as a
thermal and acoustic buffer zone.
• Maison Bordeaux, OMA. 1998
This project is designed for a family and the
husband of which is paralyzed from the waist
down. Thus, there is a central elevatable space
vertical connect three levels, each has a unique
spatial traits. This space is not just an elevator,
but is the husband’s office, which was driven by a
large hydraulic piston. It moves from the kitchen
on the lower level, all the way through the house to
the bedroom on the top floor.

For Sunblocking:
• Quadracci Pavilion, Santiago Calatrava. 2001.
This project contains a moveable 217 ft
wingspan, which works as a sunscreen. The
length of the wings changed from 26 to 105 ft,
weighs 90 tons, and takes 3.5 minutes to open or
close. There are sensors on the fins continually
monitor wind speed and direction, and allow
the wing to close automatically when the winds
exceed a certain speed.
• Slide-s House, AUC students.
Students of the American University of Cairo
has designed Sustainable, Livable & Interactive
Design (Slide-s) House for the European Solar
Decathlon in Madrid. The students tried to create
to adapt hot and arid conditions. The glassenclosed living area is wrapped by a mobile
latticework screen to adjust passive cooling in
summer and solar gain in winter.

For Energy Collection:
• Heliotrope, Ralph Disch. 1994.
This building is the first house in the world that
gain more energy than it consumes, by physically
rotates and keeps facing the sun with its triplepane windows and roof-mounted solar thermal
pipes, maximizing its collection of solar energy.
Wind Tunnel Footbridge, Michael Jantzen.
This project is a design proposal for a new
kind of wind activated architecture. As the wind
blows, the five wind turbine wheels turn at
different speeds in different directions around
the people who are walking through to reach the
other side. As the wind-driven wheels turn in
different directions and at different speeds, they
can produce different electronic corresponding

For Open and Close:
• Foldable Kiosk, Make Architecture. 2009.
This project is based on the idea of origami to
create the simple folding geometric. It is shaped
like a compact rectangular box, and the structure
is transformed like a fan when the kiosk closes
and/or opens. There are aluminum panels that
connected by folds and hinges, to expand and
contract.
• Paperhouse, Thomas Heatherwick. 1994.
This project is for newspapers stands (street
vendors). It is shaped like a bowl with flat surfaces
and roller shutters, so the front part can be rotated
around the main body to open and close.
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For Varied Circulation
Sperone Westwater, Norman Foster.

Maison Bordeaux, OMA.

For Energy Collection
Heliotrope, Ralph Disch.

Wind Tunnel Footbridge, Michael Jantzen

For Sunblocking
Quadracci Pavilion, Santiago Calatrava.

RV House Prototype, Greg Lynn.

For Open and Close
Foldable Kiosk, Make Architecture.

Paperhouse, Thomas Heatherwick.
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Proposal --- Mix-use Pavilion

Space Uses Selection

Apartments, Cabins & Lodges, Residential
Architecture, Penthouse, Social Housing,
In Archdaily, there are 234 categories to sort the
Dorms, Hospitality architecture, Hotels,
articles/reports about architecture mainly based
Houses, Houses interiors, Asylum, Interiors
on the programs. These types can be divided
architecture, Lodging, Loft, Motel
into 12 groups according to the open hours,
5. food time, varied occupancy, fixed facilities:
occupancy, facilities, of these programs.
Nightclub, Nightlife, Bar, Pub, Restaurant,
Restaurants & Bars, Coffee shop, Dining
1. certain days, varied occupancy, fixed
Hall, Fast Food
facilities: Churches, Praying Room,
6. 24hr, fixed occupancy, fixed facilities: Fire
Religious Architecture, Cathedral, Chapel,
Station, Control Center, Security, Services,
Synagogue, Temple, Worship, Mosque,
Emergency service facility, Greenhouse,
Monastery
Rehabilitation Center, Retirement
2. daytime, fixed occupancy, fixed facilities:
7. 24hr, varied occupancy, fixed facilities:
Crematorium, Factory, Bottling Plant,
Police Station, Gas Station, Charging Station,
Distribution Center, Energy Plant,
Bridge, Healthcare Center, Healthcare,
Warehouse, Winery, Industrial Architecture,
Healthcare Architecture, Hospital, Pedestrian
Workshop, Mining Facility, Watching Tower,
Bridge, Transportation, Metro Station,
Military
Transportation hub, Airport, Pier, Port, Bus
3. daytime, varied occupancy, fixed facilities:
Station, Cruise Terminal, Train Station, Tram
Office Buildings, Office, Office interiors,
Station, Transportation, Vehicular bridge,
Skyscrapers, Embassy, Other public
Infrastructure, Casino
administration buildings, Courthouse,
8. 24hr, varied occupancy, few fixed facilities:
Government, Town & city hall, Convention
Parking, Cemetery, Park, Plaza, Burial,
Center, Headquarter, Bank, Interpretation
Crypts & mausoleums, Theme parks, Grave,
Center, Municipal Building, Ministry building,
Spaceport
Educational Architecture, Research,
9. varied time, fixed occupancy, few fixed
Research Center, Classrooms, Campus,
facilities: Boathouse, Animal shelter, Barn,
Schools, Daycare, Planetarium, Science
Stable, Hangar
Center, Elementary & middle school, Training 10. varied time, varied occupancy, fixed
facility, Tourism, University, High-School,
facilities: Commercial Architecture, Retail,
Recreation & Training, Higher Education,
Pharmacy, Shopping Centers, Store, Grocery
Veterinary, Veterinary clinic, Wellbeing,
Store, Bathhouse, Sauna, Rest area, Spa,
Institute, Institutional buildings, Clinic,
Therm, Aquarium, Fitness Club, Gymnasium,
Kindergarten, Dental Clinic, Medical facilities,
Library, Market, Zoo
Laboratory, Youth Center
11. varied time, varied occupancy, fixed
4. nighttime, varied occupancy, fixed
facilities: Sport architecture, Racetrack,
facilities: Hostel, Apartment interiors,
Ski Center, Dance Club, Dance Hall, Soccer
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Program Categories
Varied visiting time

Varied amount of visitors

•
•

•
•

24hr operation
no operator

Few fixed facilities

open & close
different programs
(different amount of users)

pray

work

study

live

•
•
•

no specific program
more for gathering
portable object

food

transit
store
hospital police
library

zoo

P

1

cemetery park

parking

gas
exhibition pavilion

performance

cinema
fire
station
gym

retirement
storage

green
house
control
center

stadium

factory
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Proposal --- Mix-use Pavilion

Stadium, Stadiums, Football Stadium,
Skatepark, Sports Field, Swimming pool,
Swimming Pool, Public Architecture,
Public Space, Music Venue, Opera House,
Performing Arts Center, Cultural Architecture,
Showroom, Cultural Center, Film &
Architecture, Theaters & performance,
Amphitheater, Auditorium, Cinema, Concert
House, Theater, Mixed Use Architecture
12. varied time, varied occupancy, few fixed
facilities: Student Hall, Museum, Museums
& exhibit, Memorial Center, Pavilion,
Exhibition Center, Gallery, Visual arts center,
Visitor Center, Community, Community
Center, Learning
Group 12 may have the most appropriate
programs for the application of flexible space
designs, for they may be visited any time during
a day, may have the different amount of visitors,
with a little requirement of fixed facilities. These
programs mainly related to the cultural exhibition
so there is no fixed visiting time range (not like
eating/working/studying/sleeping), and casual
performance (no need for fixed seating). Also, the
program can be combined with several activities
that attract the different amount of visitors.
Thus, among all the programs that listed in group
12, Pavilion is selected to be the program for the
design product, for it needs no operators and
thus, can be visited anytime in a day. Also, it has
the least requirement of fixed facilities and the
most potential to be used for different activities as
public open space.
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Uses of Pavilion
In this project, the pavilion will hold activities that
can be operated by occupants themselves or only
temporarily need operators. Thus, it is designed to
provide a space for public use as an infrastructure
in public open space, such as in a park or a public
square.
This project is supposed to provide an indoor
space for three kind of activities: daily stationary
activities, daily moving activities, and random
activities.
Daily stationary activities, such as reading,
chatting, having food, viewing, and sitting/lying,
may not attract too many people but it requires
a comfortable interior conditions. The pavilion
also provides temporary services for people who
exercise indoors and outdoors, such as resting,
shielding (from bad weather), storage and so on.
These activities may attract more people in some
certain period, with little demand of conditions.
These activities mentioned above will allow the
pavilion to be used at any time of any day, but
even though these activities will involve a random
amount of people, the change in the number of
users is still quite steady and predictable. Thus,
this pavilion is also designed to hold some events
randomly, for example, street performances (no
requirement of fixed seating), flea markets, artistic
exhibitions, speeches, and social gatherings.
These events will bring a large number of visitors
temporarily, and will also require a comfortable
interior space.

Activities
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Daily Activities
stationary
Resting
Sleeping (homeless)

Lunch

moving
Exercising (indoor)
Exercising (outdoor)

Random Activities

Performance
Market
Exhibition
Gathering

party
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Proposal --- Transformable Structure

What Transformation may be Designed?

the project contains a desk and chairs. The
cardboards can be totally folded into portable flat
With the purpose of transformation to extend
panels, and the installation/uninstallation process
space, there are different projects are of the
can be as simple as one-second opening-andtectonic design and can be kinetic with its
closing action like a book. Thus, with such an
structural system.
ability of easy transportation and easy installation/
uninstallation, this project is well suited for
Popping-up:
optimizing tiny living/office spaces.
Casa Umbrella, Kengo Kuma.
Pros:
In this “Casa Umbrella”, a triangle created
• easy-getting, cheap, and lightweight materials
by the bones by an umbrella is utilized as a truss
(card board)
structure. The connection detail of the umbrellas
• specific-used space with furniture
is the cut-off water fasteners used for a diving
• portable
suit. Kengo Kuma used modified umbrellas, which • easy assembly and disassembly.
have zippers along their outer edges, so they can Cons:
be zipped together to create this modular shelter,
• fragile joints
and can have as many openings for lighting and
• structures not sturdy
ventilation as needed. The zippers are cut slightly
longer than the umbrella’s edges so that the
Folding:
excess material can be tied together to seal joints, Cardborigami shelters, Tina Hovsepian.
and the inside of the structure leaves the umbrella
This project is designed to provide temporary
mechanisms exposed.
living space and reintegrating homeless
Pros:
individuals into society. Thus, this project is a
• able to add space size by adding materials
foldable (or more precisely, one-direct pressable)
• easy assembly and disassembly
temporary shelter, to be easily transported and
• easy-getting, cheap, waterproof, and
installed. (It only takes two people to construct
lightweight materials (umbrellas)
within 30 mins, and it can be closed (opened,
Cons:
too) in less than 1 min like an accordion to
• not able to take too much weight
be transported by only one person). Also, the
• when there needs a large space, the assembly material is water-resistant, flame-retardant and
process can be inconvenient
recyclable, to sustainable.
• need auxiliary HVAC devices
Pros:
• adjustable extension
Pop-up (Eckbank), Liddy Scheffknecht and Armin • portable.
B. Wagner
• easy assembly and disassembly and
This project is a 95 x 291 x 396 cm
lightweight.
installations constructed of card boards and
• waterproof, flame-retardant, cheap, recyclable
tape in 2009. With the technique of Pop-Ups,
and lightweight materials (special cardboard)
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Popping-up
Casa Umbrella, Kengo Kuma.

Umbrella
(waterproof Tyvek)
Wrap & Joint
Parts
Zipper
(waterproofing)

Pop-up (Eckbank), Liddy Scheffknecht and Armin B. Wagner.

Cardboard
(fragile joints)

Folding
Cardborigami shelters, Tina Hovsepian.

Cardboard
(fragile joints)
Joints
(by folding,
fragile)
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Proposal --- Transformable Structure

Cons:
• only horizontal changes instead of in all
dimensions
Origami forum, Novi Sad
This project is a multifunctional furniture
object for sitting, hanging out, resting and lying.
The installation was designed to be used both
outdoors and indoors and is made up of modular
triangular plywood elements. Underneath is
a wooden support construction. The origami
structural feature relatively small items that
are simple (and cheap) to produce and easy to
transport, while their multiplication can result in an
endless variety of dynamic compositions.
Pros:
• (almost) free formed space
• portable
• easy assembly and disassembly
• waterproof, cheap, recyclable and lightweight
materials (wooden modules)
Cons:
• need extra structural support
• need auxiliary lighting and HVAC devices
Rolling
Rolling Bridge, Thomas Heatherwick.
The bridge consists of eight triangular
sections hinged at the walkway level and
connected above by two-part links that can be
collapsed towards the deck by hydraulic cylinders,
which are concealed in vertical posts in the
bridge parapets. When extended, it resembles
a conventional steel and timber footbridge and
is 12 meters long. When there are boats need
to pass, the hydraulic pistons are activated, and
the bridge curls up until its two ends join, to form
an octagonal shape measuring one-half of the
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waterway’s width at that point.
Pros:
• stable structure
• variable selection of surface/envelope
materials
• waterproof, flame-resistant, recyclable and
lightweight materials (steel) for the structure.
Cons:
• not usable space when transforming.
Rotating
• Leroux, Nikolo Kerimov
The structure acts as a spring and a container.
There are several slanted creases around the
boundary and from the top to the bottom, in order
to create an effect of rotation and bounce by the
form. The perfume comes out and when press
the bottle vertically, and it pops back up when the
pressure gone.
Pros:
• can adjusted the extended space
• the space can be fully enclosed
• the space can bounced back without too
much energy
• structurally stable
• the surface can be exhibited to different
directions
Cons:
• the surface needs to be adaptive to conditions
of different directions

Sculptural object, Novi Sad

Module: identical

Joints: rope

Extending legs
Rolling Bridge, Thomas Heatherwick.

Joints

Rotating
Leroux, Nikolo Kerimov

Folds
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Proposal --- Transformable Structure

How is Architecture Designed to Transform ?
Extended Legs
Case 1: Morphs 2.0 | William Bondin, Francois
Mangion, and Ruairi Glynn.
It is an octahedral structure that can autonomously
transform to roll around. It changed by adjusting its
leg lengths.
Pros:
• can “walk around” on different ground
• can changed the size of inner space
• structurally stable
Cons:
• may be difficult to enclose the desired surface
• all the loads are taking only by the legs
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Tensile Surfaces
Case 2: Interactive Fluid Form | Dionysus Cho.
This interactive and dynamic product is designed to
be a liquid form. It is transformed by varied tensile
forces.
Pros:
• can be free-formed
• can make fully enclosed space
Cons:
• taking extra tensile force to keep the form, and
thus may be fragile when taking loads
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Proposal --- Transformable Structure

Folded Plates
Case 3: Responsive Kinematics | John Hobart
Culleton, and Anthony Diaz.
This project created a rigid structural surface that can
deform while being sealed. It transformed with varied
folded angles between plates.
Pros:
• the space can be extended by adding surface
modules
• the surface can use different materials
Cons:
• when applied to building scale, the joints may
need extra protection.
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Rotatable Legs
Case 4: Responsive Exhibition Pavilion| Marques,
Luis Quelhas, José P. Duarte, and Joaquim Jorge.
This product is designed as a multi-purpose pavilion
that satisfies various spatial and functional demands.
Pros:
• the space can be varied in different directions
to create space of different scales (similar but
different shape)
• attached to the folded plates to have the envelope
and stronger structure support
Cons:
• the front/back surfaces may have the problem to
enclosed the space
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Proposal --- Transformable Structure

Piston Columns
Case 5: Exploration in Mechanism | Leng, James
This video is a study of various cam mechanisms for a
design project proposal. A cam mechanism is used to
transform one motion into another motion. In this project,
is change rotation into reciprocating shifts.
Pros:
• the space can be varied
• more energy efficient
• the dynamic part does not sacrifices structural stability
Cons:
• may take much interior space
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Waving Surfaces
Case 6: Tule Wave | Margolin, Reuben.
In this work, there are 1140 square frame sections
hung to the rotating pulley at the top. It forms a waved
movement by folding each section along the diagonal
axis at different angles.
Pros:
• the structure will not disturb interior space
• can be easily attached panels to enclosed the
interior space
Cons:
• needs many controlling joints if applies to building
scale
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Research --- Tools

What to Detect for Occupancy?
(1) Presence — Is there at least one person
present?
(2) Count — How many people are present?
(3) Location — Where is each person?
Track — Where was this person before?
(4) Identity — Human? Animal? Object?

amount of information.
e.g. CMOS image sensors, CCD image
sensors, specialized motion- or edge-detecting
imagers
• ranging sensors
usually, send out sound waves, and then
measure the time that the waves taken to be
reflected from the target and returned to the
sender.
e.g. ultrasonic range-finders

Sensing Modality
Intrinsic Traits --- Static Trait
Weight
• contact sensors (binary)
detect change through direct physical contact
with the target object; typically are small and
easier to understand and diagnose.
• pressure sensors
measures pressure (the force required to stop
a fluid from expanding) of as or liquid, thus they
can be used to detect weight (gravity force)
e.g. piezo-resistors, piezo-electric materials
Shape (Reflectivity)
• photodetectors
emit infrared, red or laser light and hit the
surface of the target, which breaks the light beam
or reflects the beam back to the sensor to be
converted into electrical signals.
e.g. phototransistors, photodiodes
• cameras:
represent the vision system that allows any
robot to recognize, inspect and analyze a large
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• scanning range sensors
send conical or fan-shaped pulses towards
the target, and the intensity of the reflection from
the target and the intensity of the reflection from
the target of the pulses will be recorded in a series
of cross-track slices
e.g. radars, ladars, sonars
Shape (Attenuation)
• break-beam sensors (binary)
usually have two parts: transmitter and
receiver --- the transmitter emits a beam of light,
and the receiver across the way is sensitive to
that same light, so the receiver can detect that the
light beam is broken if there pass some targets in
between.
• tomographic sensors
detect disturbances (even through walls and
obstructions) caused by any objects in the area
covered by radio waves, which pass from node to
node of a mesh network.
e.g. radio pairs
• electric field sensors
have two distanced antenna electrodes to

Detect Presence
Occupied

Not occupied

Detect Amount
5 people

1 person

Detect Location/Track

Detect Identity
object + animal

people
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generate an ultra-low-power electromagnetic
field, and when there are any objects (moving or
• vibration sensors
stationary) exist, the electric field will be perturbed
can measure the vibrations produced by
and change the conductive currents.
people’s footsteps at a distance, by detecting the
e.g. capacitors
displacement, velocity, and acceleration.
e.g. seismic sensors, accelerometers,
Shape (Emissivity)
piezoelectric sensors, electrostatic microphones,
• thermal imagers
laser microphones
detect the various amount of infrared
radiation emitted by all objects (increases with
External motion
temperature), and produce images of that
• motion sensors
radiation.
e.g. pyroelectric (“passive”) infrared sensors
e.g. microbolometer arrays, polyvinylidene
(binary), motion cameras, dual doppler-shift
fluoride arrays
sensors, ultrasound motion sensors (binary)
Scent
• chemosensors
detect the concentration of certain chemical
stimuli (molecule) in the environment, and
then convert the chemical signal into digital
information.
e.g. CO2 sensors, humidity sensors
Internal motions
• doppler-shift sensors
send a radio wave at a given frequency to a
moving target, and then the receiver will receive a
higher reflected frequency if the target approaches
(equivalent when the target passes by, and lower if
the target moves away).
e.g. radios, ultrasound transducers
Intrinsic Traits --- Dynamic Trait
Vibration
• inertial sensors
e.g. accelerometers, gyroscopes,
magnetometers
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• identification sensors
e.g. radio-frequency identification, plus any
communication system
Extrinsic Traits
• environment recognization sensors
e.g. WiFi fingerprinting, wearable
microphones, wearable cameras

Intrinsic Traits
Static

internal
motion
attenuation

scent

reflectivity

emission: heat

weight
Dynamic

external
motion

Extrinc Traits

vibration

external
motion
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Production --- Design Process

What is Needed to Transform Architecture?

(light, temperature, moisture, speed, etc.)

Digital:

Power:
Battery / Solar Energy

Grasshopper:
A software that used to build digital 3d model
in computers with varied data/parametrics.
Kangaroo:
A software that simulate kinetic structural
systems and the movement of structural
mechanism.
Karamba :
A software that can analyze the force, stress,
bending moment, deformation, etc. on a specific
structural system.
Galapagos:
A software that use Evolutionary Algorithms
to find the best form that satisfy certain
conditions.
Physical:
Arduino
A software and physical tools that allow the
digital information transferred from sensors to the
computer.
Fireflys:
A grasshopper plugins that can be used
to translate information from Arduino to
grasshopper.
Sensors:
Physical tools that detect desired information
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Servo:
A device that can be positioned to specific
angular positions.
Other Structural Mechanism

Producing Process

Force simulation:
Kangaroo

Digital model:
Grasshopper

1 person

Form-finding:
Galapagos

Stress/deformation analysis:
Karamba
inputs

outputs

Collecting data from context:
Sensors

Manipulating physical model:
Servo
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Production --- Design Process

Pre-design Study
In the design of the first type transformable
pavilion, the folded plates structure (belongs to
the surface-active structural system) is chosen
for it is one of the most frequently used structures
in the precedents studies. However, there will be
other kinds of structural systems in future type
designs.
Before the design, the folding patterns are also
examined to find the best one that fit the project.
Since the panels should be able to remain the
shape of each while changes the shape of the
entirety, it is studied base on origami folding
patterns. There are five main types: spot folding,
Ron-Resch pattern, diamond pattern, herringbone
pattern, and simply corrugated.
Among them, the diamond pattern might be
a good choice for the design as it has some
ability in changing form without losing too much
strength. The spot folding one has the least
ability to change the shape of the entirety. The
Ron-Resch pattern has the most ability to change
the spatial shape, but the flat panels of the surface
may be fragile in taking loads. The herringbone
pattern can somehow change the shape, but
the shape is also highly influenced by the loads
to remain its high strength. Also, the simplycorrugated one is not appropriate as it has the
least strength in taking loads. However, there may
need more experiment to test the result.
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Spot folding

Ron-Resch pattern

Diamond pattern

Herringbone pattern

Simply Corrugated
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Production --- Design Process

Digital Model
With the help of digital tools such as Grasshopper,
Kangaroos, Karamba, and Galapagos, the design
can be adjusted by changing its parametric
data, and then simulated as the folding forced
is applied, Afterward, the digital model can be
applied gravity forces and other minor loads, in
order to make stress analysis.
Later, with the calculated deformation, stress, and
bending moments data, the digital model can be
adjusted according to the input data from context
for form finding.
However, this process does not really go
through well as it has a high requirement for the
computer’s calculating ability. It can be finished
by:
1. Split the process to accomplished step by
step, however, it will then lose the power of
synchronous analysis and transformation.
2. Having a better computer for operation,
however, that will limit the generalization when this
project is grounded.
3. Giving up on the form finding process and
using predefined instruments for different context
conditions.
4. Finding other digital tools or methods that
simplify this process.
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Pattern of Creases

Folding Shape

Stress on Folded Surface
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Production --- Design Process

Physical Model
This a draft physical model that explains how
the structural form is shaped, how the Arduino
board connects the sensors (input) and the servo
(output), and how the servo manipulates the
structural form, and consequently manipulates the
interior space.
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Production --- Design Process

Joint design
Here are four joints that proposed to be used
when the design is applied to building scale.
Since, on such a big scale, the folding panels will
have the thickness and may be too rigid or heavy
to move, thus, these joint designs are trying to
suggest some connections that allow rotation and
extension without hurting too much structural
stability.
However, in the building scale the joints for folding
will be the most fragile and mobile part, thus, it
will meet problems such as abrasion and leakage.
Even though these designs have tried the best to
be sealed, they will still need extra protections.
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Schedule

Thesis: Jan 19, 2016 ~ May 3, 2016
Jan 19 ~ Feb 12

Design different types

Feb 12 ~ Mar 21 Digital models
• Mar 8		

Midterm

• Mar 13 ~ Mar 20

Spring Break

Mar 19 ~ Apr 19

Physical models

Apr 19 ~ May 2

Final Production

May 3		

Final Presentation
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